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Abstract:  

This paper presents an analysis of implementation of Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices 

for maintaining Power Factor. The electrical loads include induction motor driven equipments, which 

consume reactive power, increase the amount of apparent power in the distribution system, which is 

important because a low power factor can waste energy, and results in inefficient use of electrical power and 

often result in higher energy bills. The improvement of Power Factor as close as unity is very essential in the 

industry as well as domestic electric appliances, due to increase in power demand. The Power factor 

maintenance provides increase in system efficiency.  The solution for power factor unity is done with 

FACTS devices, which has the manageable capacity. The possibility of low power factor increases with 

inductive load in nature. Hence, the need of unity in power factor is very significant. 

Keywords: FACTS, Power Factor Correction, Power Factor Improvement.  

1. Introduction 

Modern society relies increasingly on electrical 

power, requiring higher demands of power stability 

and power quality. Maintaining power quality is an 

important factor in the power system development 

and improvement. The term unity in power factor 

plays a vital role mostly in the industrial sector. The 

Power factor correction is very essential in 

industries due to presence of electrical loads. Power 

loss is due to poor power factor in the distribution 

system with more inductive loads. The purpose of 

power factor correction is due to lag in reactive 

power with inductive loads. 

 

Traditionally, the reactive power can be 

compensated by: 

• Generator excitation regulation. 

• Reconfiguration of system structure. 

• Synchronous compensator.  

•Change of voltage by transformer tap to adjust the 

power flow        

  in the grid (OLTC). 

•Series compensation capacitor. 

•Switching in/out of the shunt reactor or shunt 

capacitor. 

•Magnetic controlled reactor 

 

The ratio of active power to the resultant power, 

called power factor, implies that because of greater 

demand for reactive power, the percentage of useful 

utilization of the total generated power starts 

diminishing. Power factor states that the percentage 

of consumed power (KW) versus supplied power 

(KVA).  
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Figure 1: Structure of Power Triangle 

 

This is important because a low power factor can 

waste energy, result in inefficient use of electrical 

power, and often result in higher energy bills. 

2. Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) 

Devices  

FACTS are an emerging technology and its principle 

role is to enhance the controllability and power 

transfer capability in AC systems. It gives a new 

opportunity in controlling and enhancing the power 

system. It is used for the AC transmission of 

electrical energy due to static and it is generally 

power electronics based device.  

 

The amount of transferring power from the sending 

end to                 the receiving end is limited by the 

operating parameters of the transmission line such as 

line impedance, phase angle between the sending 

and receiving voltages and the magnitude of the 

voltages. The transferable power can be increased 

by one of the four compensation methods. These 

methods are generally implemented by switching 

power electronics together with appropriate control 

strategy, these compensators are known as FACTS 

controllers. 

 

The term “FACTS” covers several power electronics 

based systems used for AC power transmission. For 

the nature of power electronics equipment, FACTS 

solutions will be particularly justifiable in 

applications requiring one or more of the following 

qualities: 

-Rapid dynamic response 

-Ability for frequent variations in output 

-Smoothly 

 adjustable output. 

 

2.1 Basic types of FACTS Controllers  

The FACTS controllers are classified as, 

 Series Controllers 

 Shunt Controllers 

 Combined Series-Series Controllers 

 Combined Series-Shunt Controllers 

 

Series Controllers: 

It could be variable impedance (capacitor, reactor, 

etc) or a power electronic based variable source of 

main frequency, sub-synchronous and harmonic 

frequencies to serve the desired need. 

 
Figure 2: Structure of Series Controllers 

• Inject a voltage in series with the line. 

• If the voltage is in phase quadrature with the 

current, controller supplies or consumes 

reactive power. 

• Any other phase, involves control of both 

active and reactive power. 

 

Shunt Controllers: 

• It could be variable impedance (capacitor, 

reactor, etc) or a power electronic based 

variable source or combination of both. 

 
Figure 3: Structure of Shunt Controllers 

 

• Inject a current in the system. 

• If the current is in phase quadrature with the 

voltage, controller supplies or consumes 

reactive power. 

• Any other phase, involves control of both 

active and reactive power.  

 

Combined Series-Series Controllers: 

• It could be a combination of separate series 

controllers or unified controller. 

 
Figure 4: Structure of Combined Series-Series 

Controllers 
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• Series controllers supply reactive power for 

each line and real power among lines via 

power link. 

• Interline power flow controller balance real 

and reactive power flow in the lines. 

 

Combined Series-Shunt Controllers: 

• It could be a combination of separate series 

& shunt controllers or unified power flow 

controller. 

 
Figure 5: Structure of Combined Series-Shunt 

Controllers 

• Inject current into the system with the shunt 

controller and voltage in series with the line 

with series controller. 

• When the controllers are unified, exchange 

real power between series and shunt 

controllers via power link. 

 

Choice of the controller: 

• Series controller controls the current/power 

flow by controlling the driving voltage. 

• To control current/power flow and damp 

oscillations, series controller is several times 

more powerful than shunt controller. 

• Shunt controller injects current in the line  

• Thus it is used for more effective voltage 

control & damp voltage oscillations. 

• Injecting the voltage in series with the line 

can improve the voltage profile. 

• But shunt controller is more effective to 

improve the voltage profile at substation bus. 

• For a given MVA, size of series controller is 

small compared to shunt controller. 

• Shunt controllers cannot control the power 

flow in the lines. 

• Series controllers should bypass short circuit 

currents and handle dynamic overloads. 

• Controllers with gate turn off devices are 

based on dc to ac converters and exchange 

active/reactive power with ac lines. 

• This requires energy storage device. 

• Energy storage systems are needed when 

active power is involved in the power flow. 

• A controller with storage is more effective 

for controlling the system dynamics. 

 

 
Figure 6: Structure of Controller with Storage 

Device 

 

• A converter-based controller can be designed 

with high pulse order or pulse width 

modulation to reduce the low order harmonic 

generation to a very low level. 

• A converter can be designed to generate the 

correct waveform in order to act as an active 

filter. 

 

2.2 Benefits of FACTS devices 

 

The FACTS devices involve some of the benefits, 

where the devices are used in reducing the need for 

construction of new transmission lines, capacitors 

and reactors. It provides greater ability to transfer 

power between controlled areas, which also help to 

damp the power oscillations that could damage the 

equipment. The transient stability of the system can 

be improved. It also controls real and reactive power 

flow in the line independently and damping of 

oscillations which can threaten security or limit the 

usable line capacity. Some of the other possible 

benefits are, 

 Increase in quality of supply for sensitive 

industries. 

 Increase in transmission system reliability 

and availability. 

 Better utilization of existing transmission 

system assets. 

 Provide greater flexibility in new generation. 

 Reduce reactive power flows, thus allowing 

the lines to carry more power that is active. 

 Reduce loop flows. 

 

3. Impact of FACTS in interconnected networks  
 

The benefits of power system interconnection are 

well established. It enables the participating parties 

to share the benefits of large power systems, such as 

optimization of power generation, utilization of 

differences in load profiles and pooling of reserve 

capacity. From this follows not only technical and 
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economical benefits, but also environmental, when 

for example surplus of clean hydro resources from 

one region can help to replace polluting fossil-

fuelled generation in another. 

 

For interconnections to serve their purpose, 

however, available transmission links must be 

powerful enough to safely transmit the amounts of 

power intended. If this is not the case, from a purely 

technical point of view it can always be remedied by 

building additional lines in parallel with the existing, 

or by up rating the existing system(s) to a higher 

voltage. This, however, is expensive, time-

consuming, and calls for elaborate procedures for 

gaining the necessary permits. In addition, in many 

cases, environmental considerations, popular 

opinion or other impediments will render the 

building of new lines as well as up rating to 

ultrahigh system voltages impossible in practice. 

This is where FACTS comes in. 

4. Conclusion  

Power Factor is the most significant part in the 

utility areas. FACTS devices are preferred for 

improving the stability of power system. It is 

possible to use these devices for the control flows of 

active and reactive power. It also contributes to 

improve the limits of static, transient stability and 

voltage quality. Hence, as efficiency increases, the 

production of the plant also increases. Where, the 

cost of electric bills also be reduced. This is 

economic to correct dynamic power factor in big 

industries. Thus, these are powerful devices that aid 

in the improvement of power system stability, hence 

it is concluded that these devices are given more 

priority to maintain the stability in power systems. 
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